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Parts

A x 1

B x 1

C x 2

D x 2

E x 1

F x 1

G x 1

H x 1 Pair
Unfolding

1. Release the pram (A) from the locked position by lifting the locking catch away from over the locking rivet on the pram chassis. HINT: You may have to squeeze the pram legs and handles together first, which will release the tension on the rivet.

2. Standing behind the pram and holding it by the handles, pull upwards. NOTE: Ensure that both sides ‘click’ into place before continuing.

Assembly

To attach the front wheels (C), insert the wheel pin into the wheel housing, located at the front of the pram chassis, and push upwards until they ‘click’ into position.

To remove the front wheels, press the button located at the back, then pull the wheel downwards to release.
To attach the back wheels (D), insert the wheel pin into the frame at the rear of the pram chassis, then push until they ‘click’ into position.

To remove the rear wheels, press the lever located at the side of the wheel bar downwards, then pull the wheel out to remove.

To fit the canopy (G), attach the plastic parts to each side of the pram chassis frame.

To attach your pram seat unit (B) to the pram chassis, hold the seat unit above the chassis. Locate the seat unit chassis connector posts into the seat attachment slots on the chassis. Ensure the seat unit ‘clicks’ into place. The seat unit can be fitted either forwards or rearward facing.
To detach the seat unit, press both seat release buttons and lift the seat unit clear of the chassis. Attach the bumper bar (E) by pressing the ends of the bumper bar into the attachment points on the seat unit frame. Wait to hear them ‘click’ into place. Lift gently to ensure that the bumper bar is locked into position.

**Swivel Wheels**

The pram chassis has lockable front swivel wheels. We advise you lock the front wheels if you are pushing the pram straight ahead for a long period of time. Lift up the direction lock on each front wheel house to enable swivel mode. Push the lock down to lock the swivel, making the pram go straight.

**Brakes**

To engage the brake, press down on the brake pedal. Listen for the 'click'. To disengage the brake, push the brake pedal upwards. WARNING! Always apply the parking brake when you are standing still. WARNING! Always apply the parking brake when you are placing or removing the child.
**Safety Harness**

Slide the shoulder strap buckle (1) into the housing of the waist strap buckle (2). Repeat for the other side. Insert the completed buckle (3) into the buckle housing (4), until it engages securely in place. Repeat for the opposite side. WARNING! Always use the harness and ensure it is correctly fitted securely while the child is in the seat. WARNING! Always use the crotch strap in combination with the waist and shoulder straps. To release the harness, press the button (5) at the center of the buckle, then pull apart.

---

**Footrest Adjustment**

Your pram seat has an adjustable multi-position footrest. To adjust the footrest, press the adjuster buttons located in each side of the footrest. Once the buttons are pressed, gently adjust the footrest to your desired position.

---

**Bumper Bar Adjustment**

Press both buttons located on the side of the bumper bar and adjust the bumper bar to your desired position.
**Reversible Seat Unit**

To remove the seat unit from the pram chassis, press both seat release buttons and lift the seat unit clear from the chassis. Reverse the seat unit, then insert the seat unit connector posts back into the seat attachment slots on the chassis. Ensure that the seat unit ‘clicks’ into place. The seat unit can be rearward or forward facing.

![Diagram of reversible seat unit]

**Backrest Adjustment**

Your pram has 3 forward facing and 3 rearward facing positions. To adjust the seat position in either forward or rearward facing mode, lift and hold the seat recline adjustment bar on the back of the seat unit. Move the seat unit upwards or downwards to upright, semi-recline or full recline. Release the recline adjustment bar when the desired recline is positioned.

![Diagram of backrest adjustment]

**Raincover**

The raincover (F) should be used when the pram canopy is attached to the seat unit. First slide the raincover over the canopy and down towards the toe of the seat unit.

![Diagram of raincover application]
**Folding**

Push the secondary lock located on the right of the chassis inwards. Simultaneously, pull the fold triggers towards you. Push the handle downwards gently and lower the handle downwards until the fold lock engages. Lift the handle upwards gently to ensure that the chassis is folded correctly.

**NOTE:** Ensure that the front wheels are locked in swivel mode before folding the pram down.

**WARNING!** To avoid possible injury or damage, always ensure the storage latch has engaged before lifting the pram.

**WARNING!** Due care should be taken when folding and unfolding the pram.

---

**Maxi Cosi Adaptors**

To attach your Maxi Cosi car seat, locate the adaptors (H) onto the chassis attachment posts on both sides. Ensure they ‘click’ into place.

Place the car seat onto the adaptors. Push down to ‘click’ into place. Lift by the handle to ensure the car seat is secure.

To remove the car seat, press the button located on the side of the car seat and pull upwards. For both adaptors, press the button on the side of the adaptor and pull the adaptor upwards to release from the chassis.
Safety

- TO AVOID INJURY OR DEATH, READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE USE AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. THE CHILD MAY BE HURT IF THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE NOT FOLLOWED!

- ALWAYS APPLY THE BRAKES WHENEVER THE PRAM IS STATIONARY!

- NEVER LEAVE THE CHILD UNATTENDED IN THE PRAM!

- SECURE THE CHILD IN THE HARNESS AT ALL TIMES!

- DO NOT CARRY EXTRA CHILDREN OR BAGS ON THE PRAM!

- ENSURE CHILDREN ARE COMPLETELY CLEAR OF ANY MOVING PARTS WHEN YOU ADJUST THE PRAM!

- USE THE TETHER STRAP TO STOP THE PRAM ROLLING AWAY!

REMEMBER, YOUR CHILD’S SAFETY IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY!

- When using the pram, always ensure your hand is positioned in and around the tether strap. The strap is a compulsory safety feature which must be used at all times. It is for the safety and benefit of your child.
- The correct use and maintenance of the pram is essential.
- Be sure that all clamps and buckles are securely fixed and in place before use.
- When in the pram, your child must always wear the safety harness, correctly fitted and adjusted at all times.
- Always adjust the harness securely each time your child is placed into the seat.
- Never leave the harness buckled when your child is not fitted into the pram, as the harness can form loops which may pose a strangulation hazard.
- The maximum weight of the child for which this pram is intended is 15kg.
- The pram will become unstable if the manufacturer’s recommended load is exceeded.
- Use the pram on flat or gentle sloping surfaces. It may be unstable on higher sloping and uneven surfaces – be aware of the possibility of the pram tipping over.
- The pram should never be used on stairs/escalators. You should use a ramp or elevator.
- Care must be taken when folding and unfolding the pram to prevent finger entrapment.
- This product is suitable for use with a newborn baby. Place ensure the seat is in it's full recline position when using with a new born child.
- Check all parts before use for breakage or fatigue. Discontinue use immediately if any part is found to be damaged or broken.
- Maximum weight load of the basket is 2kg.
- Do not carry any additional children. This pram is manufactured for use with one child only.
- Always be aware of the risks provided by fire and other significant sources of heat such as radiators etc... which may be in the immediate vicinity of the pram.
- Do not use any accessories that are not supplied for use by Kogan.com
- Lift and carry the pram safely. Please ensure all locking devices are engaged before lifting the pram – injuries can occur from moving parts.
- Only carry the pram when it is folded and all latches are engaged.
This product complies with AS/NZS 2088:2013.

**Care and Maintenance**

This product requires regular maintenance to ensure correct and safe performance. Regularly inspect the wheels, locks, brakes, harness, catches, seat adjusters, joints and fixings to ensure they are clean, secure and in full working order.
Replace tyres if they are excessively worn.
If parts become stiff or difficult to operate, ensure dirt is not the cause, then try a light application of a silicon lubricant, ensuring it penetrates between the components.
Regular lubrication of moving parts will extended the life of your product and make the opening and folding of the pram easier.
After exposure to damp conditions, dry off with a soft cloth and leave fully open in a warm environment. Storing while damp will encourage mildew to form.
Store in a dry place.
Do not leave in sunlight for prolonged periods – some fabrics may fade.
Do not store the raincover where it may be exposed to heat, as this may cause distortion.

**Cleaning**

Plastic and metal parts may be sponged lightly using warm water and a mild detergent.
Dry thoroughly before storing.
Refer to sewn in labels for fabric care instructions.
Never clean any parts of the product with abrasive chemicals, bleach, ammonia or alcohol cleaners.
The raincover can be cleaned with warm water and a mild detergent.